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JABRA LINK™ 265
BOOST AGENT PROFICIENCY  

The Jabra LINK 265 gives you an effective way to train your 
agents. Supervisors can either stay muted or join the 
conversation. 

STAY MUTED OR JOIN THE CONVERSATION – 
WITH ONE CABLE
The Jabra LINK 265 gives you an effective way to train your 
agents. The USB Y-training cable connects two Jabra Quick 
Disconnect (QD) headsets to one PC, so supervisors can  
either join their agents’ conversations or stay muted and 
listen.

EASY CALL MANAGEMENT 
Simple to connect, program and use, the Jabra LINK 265 has 
convenient inline call controls, including answer/end calls, 
adjust volume and mute the microphone. Soft button  
controls light up when in use and can be programmed for 
individual preferences for effective call management.

IDEAL FOR HOT DESKING
The Jabra LINK 265 is a PC USB training cable that features 
disconnect, enabling you to connect and disconnect two 
headsets to a PC quickly. It’s the perfect solution for 
companies looking for greater workplace flexibility, 
including hot desking.

FLEXIBLE CONFIGURATION POSSIBILITIES 
The Jabra LINK 265 can be configured to suit your work 
environment. Optimized for Jabra PC Suite and Jabra 
Express, you can configure the settings to suit your 
individual needs. 

PREVENT STRESS AND HEARING INJURIES
Reduce the number of sick days and increase employee 
retention. Jabra LINK 265 delivers acoustic shock protection 
and is compliant with the Noise at Work legislation in the 
EU (Directive 2003/10/EC).
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JABRA LINK 265 OVERVIEW 
Variant Variant name Variant description Designed for

Jabra LINK 265 USB  Y-training cable for corded QD 
headsets

 � USB Y-training cable that connects two Jabra Quick 
Disconnect (QD) headsets to one PC, so supervisors can stay 
muted or join the conversation.
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Crystal Clear Sound 
Digital Signal Processing for clearer sound
Clear sound is essential for a good conversation not to mention call 
efficiency and accuracy. Digital Signal Processing (DSP) in Jabra audio 
devices will remove background noise and echo as well as protect 
the user against sudden high peaks in volume. Call handling time and 
potential misunderstandings are significantly reduced.

HD Voice – Wideband Audio
High quality audio for crystal clear conversations
Enjoy high-definition sound with HD Voice and get crystal  clear, 
intelligible communication. You get life-like, vibrant conversations 
where you can focus on the content and don’t have to struggle to 
understand what the person on the other end of the line is saying.

SafeTone™

Enhanced hearing protection
Jabra SafeTone includes Jabra PeakStop and Jabra IntelliTone™, the 
enhanced hearing protection technology. Benefit from clear, crisp 
and automatic limitation of average volume exposure during your 
workday according to acoustic standards and regulations. A feature 
that offers you significant confidence, safety and comfort while 
enhancing the quality of your communication.

JABRA LINK 265 PRODUCT BENEFITS


